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Chapterr 4 

Applications s 

Thiss is the first of three chapters that demonstrate how OpenSolver can be config-
uredd for specific application domains. In this chapter, we introduce the facilities 
forr constraint solving on finite domains, Booleans, and real-valued variables, as 
welll  as some domain-independent plug-ins for constraint propagation and search. 
Thesee are basic facilities that are available in many other systems. Together with 
thee previous chapter, this forms a description of OpenSolver as a basic constraint 
solver.. Of the other two chapters in this "applications" series, Chapter 5 deals 
withh constraints on integer interval variables. These are also available in many 
otherr systems, and could therefore have been included in this basic facilities chap-
ter,, but because of the lengthy analysis, a separate chapter was devoted to these 
constraints. . 

Thee research question that underlies this chapter is whether the framework 
thatt we introduced and implemented in the two previous chapters is suitable 
forr composing five particular solving techniques that would normally be hard-
wiredd in solvers: limited discrepancy search, best-first search, no-good record-
ing,, non-chronological backtracking, and applying domain reduction functions 
forr decomposed arithmetic constraints in an order that respects their hierarchical 
relationships.. These techniques are discussed in sections 4.1.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. 

4.11 General-Purpose Facilities 

4.1.11 Constraint Propagation 

Threee scheduler plug-ins are currently available in OpenSolver. These are 
general-purposee facilities for constraint propagation that can be used with any 
sett of reduction operators. The schedulers apply the propagation functions of 
reductionn operator plug-ins. so they control only the execution of propagation 
operatorss and optimization operators. Branching operators are left untouched. 

65 5 
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AA Basic Scheduler 

Thee BasicScheduler plug-in implements the following round robin scheduling 
strategy,, which also forms the basis for the AC-1 algorithm for computing arc 
consistencyy (see, e.g., [Dec03]): apply all operators in sequence, and keep doing 
soo until a full sequence passes in which no variable domains are modified. This 
strategyy can be expressed as an instantiation of Algorithm 2.1, having 

update(F,update(F, D, D') := {  f l[?' ^D 

[[  v otherwise 

forr the select function, we would need to introduce an extra variable that main-
tainss the sequence number of the last operator that has been applied. 

Thee plug-in does not use the specifier string of the SCHEDULER statement, 
soo the default scheduler is replaced by the basic scheduler using the following 
commandd in the OpenSolver input language: 

SCHEDULERR BasicScheduler {  } ; 

Variable-Basedd Schedul ing 

Thee variable-based scheduler maintains a queue of modified variables. It keeps 
removingg variables off the front of the queue, and for each variable that is removed, 
alll  reduction operators that have the variable in their input scheme are applied 
inn sequence, in the order in which they are introduced in the solver configuration 
script.. If the application of an operator modifies the domain of a variable, this 
variablee is enqueued, unless it already is in the queue. By default, an operator 
iss deactivated if it signals that it has become redundant in the current branch 
off  the search tree. As explained in Section 3.2.3, this can have significant costs 
inn terms of storage, and the variable-based scheduler can be made to ignore this 
informationn as follows: 

SCHEDULERR VariableScheduler {  ignore } ; 

Thee variable-based scheduler implements the scheduling strategy described in 
thee ILOG Solver 5.1 reference manual. A potential disadvantage of this scheduler 
iss that if a reduction operator depends on more than one, say two, variables, and 
bothh these variables have been enqueued, the DRF wil l be applied twice also if 
noo relevant changes are made in between dequeueing the two variables. 

Operator-Basedd Schedul ing 

Inn correspondence with Algorithm 2.1. the default scheduler plug-in explicitly 
maintainss a set of reduction operators that still need to be applied. This set is 
implementedd as an array, containing a bit per operator that is used to mark the 
operatorr as being scheduled for application. Like the basic scheduler introduced 
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above,, it cycles through the operators, applying those that are marked, and 
resettingg their marks. If a variable is modified, the operators that have this 
variablee in their input scheme are marked, but the operator-based scheduler will 
nott reschedule idempotent DRFs that have modified the domain of a variable in 
theirr input scheme. 

Thee operator-based scheduler maintains a counter of operators that still need 
too be applied. In principle, it keeps cycling through the sequence of operators 
untill  this counter reaches zero, but many aspects of this scheduler's operation can 
bee configured through the definition of a schedule, as explained below. 

Definingg a Schedule 

AA  schedule specifies the order in which the operators are considered for appli-
cation,, as an alternative for cycling through the sequence. This is not the same 
ass the order in which they are applied: actual application of a reduction oper-
atorr also depends on if it has been marked. In principle, a schedule is a list of 
(zero-based)) operator indices. These indices refer to the sequence of DRF state-
mentss in a configuration script. The scheduler traverses the list, and at the end 
itit  terminates, reporting to OpenSolver whether a fixed point was reached or not. 
InIn the latter case, the node of the search tree where the scheduler was applied 
remainss in the set of nodes that are subject to constraint propagation, and the 
schedulerr will be called again for this node, at a later stage. 

Partss of a schedule can be enclosed in brackets, to indicate a fixed point 
computation.. When entering a pair of brackets during the execution of a schedule, 
thee scheduler will keep executing this subschedule until a common fixed point is 
reachedd for the operators1 that are pointed to from within the brackets. Typically, 
thee entire schedule is enclosed in brackets, to indicate that the scheduler does not 
returnn control to OpenSolver before a fixed point it reached, but this facility can 
alsoo be used to group several operators, and to implement priority schemes. 

Twoo kinds of brackets can be used, for two different ways of performing the 
computationn of the fixed point. 

 Curly brackets specify that the scheduler cycles through the enclosed se-
quence.. For example, the following statement specifies that the scheduler 
considerss the first five operators in sequence, but does not continue with 
operatorss 5 through 9 until a fixed point of operators 10 through 14 has 
beenn reached. 

SCHEDULERR ChangeScheduler { 
schedulee - {0,1,2,3,4,{10,11,12,13,14},5,6,7,8,9}  } ; 

Schedulerr plug-ins coordinate the computation of a fixed point of the domains extensions 
off  DRFs (see Section 2.3.1) implemented by the propagation functions of reduction operator 
plug-ins.. Where this does not lead to confusion, we wil l sometimes refer to such fixed points as 
fixedfixed points of a set of reduction operators. 
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Thiss fixed point is computed by cycling through the sequence 10.11,12.13.14. 
whenn considering to apply these operators. Likewise, after considering to 
applyy operator 9, the scheduler returns to the beginning of the top-level 
schedulee and considers to apply operator 0. 

 Parentheses specify that instead of cycling, each time that a change is 
made,, the scheduler restarts, and returns to the beginning of the sequence 
thatt they enclose. This is used for priority schemes, e.g., do not execute 
computation-intensivee operators when less computation-intensive operators 
aree scheduled for execution. Suppose that we have three groups of op-
erators,, with indices 0-4, 5-9, and 10-14, having increasing computational 
costs.. The following schedule specifies that we do not execute the expensive 
operatorss before a fixed point of the easy operators has been reached, and 
ass soon as an expensive operator modifies the domain of a variable, we first 
computee the fixed points of the less computation-intensive functions again. 

SCHEDULERR ChangeScheduler { 
schedulee = (({0,1,2,3,4},5,6,7,8,9),10,11,12,13,14) 

}; ; 

Inn addition, the top-level schedule can be enclosed in square brackets. This 
specifiess that the schedule is executed once, as if no brackets were used at all. 
Likely,, this does not lead to a fixed point, but the scheduler wil l still signal that 
constraintt propagation has terminated. This is useful when we want to enforce a 
limi tt on the number of applications of very expensive reduction operators. 

Likee the variable-based scheduler, the specifier for the ChangeScheduler plug-
inn can be prefixed with the keyword ignore to save the memory costs of taking 
intoo account that certain DRFs have become redundant. In case both ignore 
andd schedule are used, these are separated by a comma. The full syntax of the 
ChangeSchedulerr specifier language is given in Figure 4.1. 

Thee operator-based scheduler allows for the composition of constraint prop-
agationn algorithms, similar to the approach proposed in [GM03]. It implements 
twoo of the three composition operators proposed there: sequence and closure. 
Thee third, decoupling, entails that several operators are evaluated independently 
onn the same domains, and that the results are combined by intersection. The 
languagee of Figure 4.1 and the implementation of the operator could well be 
adaptedd to support this third mode of composition, but we did not need it for 
ourr experiments. Moreover, it is unlikely that the decoupling could be imple-
mentedd efficiently for OpenSolver domains in general, because it would require 
makingg working copies of domains during constraint propagation, which is an 
expensivee operation. 
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{specifier){specifier) —> e 
ignore e 
(schedule) (schedule) 
ignore,, (schedule) 

(schedule)(schedule) —> schedule = (subschedule) 
schedulee = [ (sequence) } 

(subschedule)(subschedule) —> ( (sequence) ) 
"{ ""  (sequence)"}" 

(sequence)(sequence) —> (schedulestep) {, (schedulestep) } 
(schedulestep)(schedulestep) —+ (Integer) 

(subschedule) (subschedule) 

Figuree 4.1: Syntax of the specifier for the DRF-based scheduler 

A nn Assembly Language 

Somethingg that actually can go wrong with schedules is that if an index is omit-
ted,, the corresponding operator wil l not be executed, and a fixed point cannot be 
reached.. In most scenarios, this leads to an infinite loop in the constraint propa-
gationn phase for the root of the search tree. This situation can easily be avoided 
byy having the scheduler verify that all indices are present in the schedule. If not, 
aa run-time error can be produced, or the scheduler could fall back on a default 
schedulee for the omitted operators. More interesting than a possible solution is 
thee fact that such situations may occur. Erroneous schedules are one example, 
thee inter-category dependencies that we discussed in Section 3.4 are another. 

Becausee configuring OpenSolver is error-prone, in most cases this is done 
byy other programs. Therefore, it makes sense to consider the language of Fig-
uree 3.2 an assembly language, now used to configure our abstract branch-and-
propagatee tree search engine instead of a CPU. Assembler is usually generated 
byy compilers that bridge the semantic gap to a higher-level programming lan-
guage,, and likewise our configuration language is usually produced by peripheral 
programss that complement OpenSolver to form a constraint solver with a proper 
userr interface. As an example, for the experiments reported in Chapter 5 we used 
aa two-stage translation of arithmetic constraints into OpenSolver configuration 
files.. The programs involved in this translation are responsible for generating 
correctt schedules for the operator-based scheduler. Drawing the analogy with 
assemblyy languages further, for a coherent set of plug-ins it could be considered 
too develop a compiler for a modeling language such as OPL [VH99]. 
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22 3 4 5 6 

22 3 4 5 6 

22 3 4 5 22 4 4 5 6 

Figuree 4.2: Four value selection strategies supported by DiscreteDomain: (a) 
enumeration,, (b) left-enumeration, (c) right-enumeration, and (d) bisection 

4.1.22 Search 

Basicc Strategies 

Recalll  from Section 2.3.2 that search involves branching and traversal. Basic 
branchingg strategies can be defined by a combination of a variable selection strat-
egyy and a value selection strategy. To start with the latter, as we discussed in 
Sectionn 3.2.1, the variable domain type plug-ins implement basic value selection 
strategies.. For example, in our finite domains implementation, domains can be 
splitt in several different ways. These are illustrated in Figure 4.2, for the example 
domainn {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6}. 

Twoo reduction operator plug-ins, F a i l F i r st and RoundRobin complement 
thee basic value selection strategies of the domain types with a variable selection 
strategyy to form complete branching strategies. 

Fail-First .. The F a i l F i r st plug-in implements the fail-first variable selection 
strategy,, discussed in Section 2.3.2. The specifier for this plug-in lists the variables 
thatt the strategy is applied to, preceded by an (integer) indication of the desired 
valuee selection strategy, for example: 

DRFF Fa i lF i r st {  0, x l , x2, } ; ; 

Thiss specifies that from the listed variables x l , x2, . . ., we select a variable 
thatt reports the smallest domain size greater than one. If several such vari-
abless exist, the first one in the list is selected. The integer value 0 specifies how 
too create the subdomains for this variable, but interpretation of this value de-
pendss on the domain type of the selected variable. For example, if the selected 
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variablee is of type DiscreteDomain (see Section 4.2), then 0 specifies that the 
subdomainss are generated through enumeration, 1 specifies left-enumeration, 2 
specifiess right-enumeration, etc. As another example, for R e a l l n t e r v al variables 
(seee Section 4.5), only bisection has been implemented, but the integer argument 
iss used to specify the order in which the subdomains are generated. This allows 
forr easy switching between leftmost-first and rightmost-first traversal. 

Thee F a i l F i r st plug-in also implements a strategy that is sometimes referred 
too as fail-last: select the variable with the largest domain. In either mode, as 
ann alternative, the search for the variable with the desired domain size can be 
startedd from the middle of the list outwards. The same effect could be achieved 
byy a permutation of the list of variables. Fail last, and the alternative search for 
thee smallest or largest domain are specified by prefixing the specifier string (with 
aa letter 1 and/or m, respectively). 

Roundd Robin. The RoundRobin plug-in tries to branch on all variables in 
turn.. Starting from a sequential traversal of the variables in the specifier string, 
itt selects the variable with domain size greater than one that has least recently 
beenn selected. Therefore, at every node of the search tree we need to remember 
thee index of the variable that was split to create it. For this purpose we use an 
annotationn with a single integer. 

Programm 4.1 shows a typical configuration for round robin search. The first 
linee installs the integer annotation. The value 0 in its specifier string is the initial 
value,, which applies to the root node of the search tree. In this case, it indicates 
thatt the first variable in the RoundRobin specifier string, x l , is to be split first. 
Iff  the In tegerAnnota t ion plug-in instance is not present, RoundRobin wil l just 
selectt the first variable that can be split, resulting in a chronological variable 
selectionn strategy. The specifier string for the RoundRobin plug-in itself is similar 
too that for F a i l F i r s t, discussed above, so again the leading zero identifies a 
specific,, but domain type dependent value selection strategy. 

ANNOTATIONN IntegerAnnotation {  0 } ; 
VARIABLEE xl IS . .. 
VARIABLEE x2 IS . .. 

DRFF . . . 

DRFF RoundRobin { 0, xl, x2, ... }; 

Programm 4.1: Skeleton of a configuration for search based on a round robin vari-
ablee selection strategy 
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Thee default traversal strategy is to maintain the search frontier as a stack, 
resultingg in a depth-first search. Constraint propagation runs to completion, in 
aa single node of the search tree. Below we wil l discuss an alternative traversal 
strategyy called limited discrepancy search, and a variant of this strategy that was 
implementedd for OpenSolver. 

Limite dd Discrepancy Search 

Limitedd discrepancy search (LDS, [HG95]), can be used when a good heuristic, 
inn the form of a value selection strategy, is available to guide the search. The 
ideaa is that the heuristic wil l make only a few mistakes wThen assigning values to 
variables.. When reaching the first node of the search tree that is a failure {the 
leftmostt path in the tree), LDS first tries all alternatives that make exactly one 
differentt decision. In a binary search tree, this corresponds to all paths that follow 
thee right branch in exactly one internal node, and the left branch everywhere 
else.. If these new attempts all fail. LDS continues by trying two deviations from 
thee leftmost path, and so on, gradually increasing the number of deviations, or 
discrepancydiscrepancy,, until all alternatives have been explored. 

LDSS can be effective for single-solution search, and for optimization schemes, 
suchh as branch-and-bound (see Section 5.9.2), where it may find better suboptimal 
solutionss and achieve stronger pruning than a regular depth-first search. For a 
purelyy combinatorial all-solution search it wil l not improve on any other traversal 
strategy. . 

Thee straightforward implementation of LDS in OpenSolver uses an integer 
annotationn to record the discrepancy of each node of the search tree. Just like the 
RoundRobinn branching operator annotates every node of the search tree with the 
indexx of the least recently selected variable, the branching operator for LDS search 
couldd maintain the discrepancy annotation. Complemented with a container plug-
inn that keeps the nodes in the search frontier sorted on the basis of their {integer 
valued)) annotation, we can explore the nodes with the smallest discrepancy first. 

Thee problem with this implementation is that while exploring the set of nodes 
thatt have discrepancy n (called the n-th wave), we wil l also be generating nodes 
off  a higher discrepancy (n + 1, and higher values in case of a non-binary value 
selectionn strategy). The size of the search frontier that we accumulate before 
startingg the next wave is exponential in the size of the problem. To see this, 
considerr the search tree for a problem with n binary variables. After processing 
alll  nodes of discrepancy d — 1, the search frontier consists of those nodes of 
discrepancyy d that are right branches. Let r^ denote the number of such nodes. 
Inn the worst case (no pruning), the tree consists of 2n +1 — 1 nodes. 2" — 1 of which 
aree right branches. With n binary variables, there are n + 1 possible discrepancy 
values,, so if all nodes were evenly distributed over the discrepancies, there would 
bee (2n — l ) / ( n + 1) nodes of a given discrepancy. This is not the case: there is, 
forr example, only one node of the highest discrepancy n + 1. so (2" — l ) / ( n + 1) 
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iss a lower bound for the largest r^ in r 0 , . . ., dn. This fraction is exponential in 
n,, and as a result, even though in practice constraint propagation wil l prune a 
largee part of the search space, the size of the search frontier is bounded only by 
ann exponential function, and this implementation is too memory intensive. 

Memory-Boundedd LD S 

Thee root of the problem with LDS is that OpenSolver explicitly maintains the 
searchh frontier. The problem is even more severe because OpenSolver is a copying-
basedbased solver (see also the next section) where the nodes in the search frontier 
aree full copies of their parents, with minor modifications. LDS was originally 
formulatedd as an iterative algorithm: for increasing discrepancy values, a search 
proceduree is called that performs a depth-first search, pruning all nodes that 
exceedd the discrepancy value. This iterative algorithm does not suffer from the 
memoryy overhead, but a large amount of work is potentially repeated: for a 
purelyy combinatorial problem, the last iteration of an exhaustive search is a full 
depth-firstt exploration. 

However,, LDS is used primarily for constrained optimization problems. In 
thiss case, if we want to spend only a limited time on searching, and a trust-
worthyy value selection strategy exists, iterative LDS was demonstrated to find 
betterr suboptimal solutions than backtracking [HG95]. We have not found any 
resultss in the literature indicating that iterative LDS outperforms chronological 
backtrackingg for a full best-solution search. 

Theree are several ways to implement an iterative scheme in OpenSolver, but 
alll  of them are slightly artificial. One that we tried is based on nested search 
(seee Chapter 7): a branching operator enumerates increasing allowed discrep-
ancyy values. For each value, by means of nested search we solve a full CSP in 
whichh a constraint has been posted that actively prunes away the nodes with 
discrepancyy values that exceed the current maximum. For this implementation, 
somee special-purpose reduction operators were needed to maintain the discrep-
ancyy information in regular CSP variables, in order that it becomes amenable to 
constraintt propagation. 

Thee experiment for which we used LDS (see Section 7.5.4) involves a full best-
solutionn search for an optimization problem. While good solutions were found 
earlyy compared to depth-first search, the stronger pruning did not outweigh the 
duplicatee work, and overall performance did not improve. Therefore, instead of 
thee iterative implementation we used a variant of the straightforward implemen-
tationn discussed above: store the entire search frontier, and explore the nodes 
withh the smallest discrepancy annotation first. If, as a result of branching, the 
sizee of the search frontier exceeds a certain threshold, switch to depth-first search 
too clean up the search frontier. Only when the size of the search frontier drops 
beloww a second, lower threshold, resume the discrepancy-based traversal. 

Forr this scheme, which we refer to as memory-bounded LDS, the following 
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facilitiess are needed: 

 an annotation plug-in LDSAnnotation that allows us to maintain both the 
depthh and the discrepancy of a node in the search tree, 

 a branching operator Discrepancy to annotate the nodes, 

 a container MBLDSStack that switches between the two modes of traversal. 

Programm 4.2 shows a typical configuration file for memory-bounded LDS, using 
fail-firstt as a variable selection strategy. The specifier string for the MBLDSStack 

FRONTIERR MBLDSStack {  1024, 10240 } ; 
ANNOTATIONN LDSAnnotation { 0 , 0 } ; 
VARIABLEE xl IS . .. 
VARIABLEE x2 IS . .. 

DRFF . .. 

DRFF Discrepancy {  Fa i lF i r st {  0, x l , x2, . . . }  } ; 

Programm 4.2: Skeleton of a configuration for memory-bounded LDS search 

containerr plug-in consists of the threshold sizes that trigger switching traversal 
modes.. In the current implementation, these are numbers of stored nodes. The 
actuall  amount of memory occupied by a node depends on many factors, notably 
thee number of variables. Therefore an implementation of the container that 
measuress actual memory usage would be preferable. 

Memory-boundedd LDS is not as robust as iterative LDS, because potentially 
itt could be doing a depth-first traversal most of the time. For our experiments, 
thiss did not happen, and we were able to exploit the advantages of LDS for a full 
best-solutionn search, in a copying-based solver. 

A d a p t e rs s 

Thee specifier string for the Discrepancy plug-in contains an identifier-specifier 
pairr for another branching operator. Internally, it actually creates this other 
plug-inn instance, for which it serves as a wrapper. The branching is performed 
byy the inner operator. Discrepancy only annotates the resulting nodes with the 
correctt depth and discrepancy information. 

Plug-inss like Discrepancy are called adapters. They are used to make minor 
modificationss to the functionality of other plug-ins, usually in the same category, 
orr to combine the functionality of several such plug-ins. We wil l see more examples 
off  adapters in this thesis. 
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4.22 Finit e Domains 

Manyy combinatorial problems are naturally expressed as a CSP using Z, the set 
off  all finite sets of integers, as a variable domain type. The variables of such 
CSPss are usually called finite domains variables, because of the nature of the 
domainss in Z, but a more important property is that a representation exists for 
alll  possible subsets of a variable's original domain. 

Plug-ins s 

Thee OpenSolver plug-in for finite domains is called DiscreteDomain. It is acti-
vatedd as follows: 

VARIABLEE identifier IS DiscreteDomain {  specifier } ; 

wheree identifier is the name of the variable, and specifier is a sequence of integer 
ranges. . 

Thee following constraints are available for DiscreteDomain: 

 The binary disequality constraint x — y ^ c, where c is an integer constant. 
Itt is implemented by a plug-in DDNEQ that works exactly as explained in 
Examplee 2.3.2 on page 19. Its use is demonstrated by Program 4.3 on 
pagee 77. 

 The constraint (x, y) G T, where T is some set of allowable tuples. It is 
implementedd by the Binary Cons t ra int plug-in. The following example 
showss its use. 

DRFF BinaryConstraint {  <ql,q2> IN { 
<1,3>,<1,4>,<2,4>,<3,1>,<4,1>,<4,2>> > } ; 

Thee latter plug-in uses only a very crude algorithm and data structures for veri-
fyingg that values in one domain are supported, through the list of allowed tuples, 
byy a value in the other domain. Values that are not supported are removed 
fromm the domains. State-of-the-art algorithms for enforcing arc consistency try 
too minimize the number of support checks, and will be more efficient than our 
implementation.. See notably the work of Van Dongen, e.g., [vD02]. 

Ass we mentioned at the end of Section 3.2.2, a set of reduction operators can 
maintainn a protocol to distinguish different kinds of modifications of domains. 
Thiss is used by the reduction operators for finite domains variables: DDNEQ and 
BinaryConstraintt distinguish between the following events: 

 changing the bounds of a domain 

 deleting a value that is not a bound 

 reducing a domain to a singleton set 
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DDNEQQ can make a change only if the value of one of the variables that it is applied 
too is fixed, so its application is triggered only if a domain becomes a singleton 
set.. B inaryConst ra int is triggered by all three events, and the first event, a 
changee of the domain bounds, could be used to trigger a reduction operator that 
linkss a DiscreteDomain variable to a variable whose domain has an interval 
representation. . 

Protocolss regarding modifications to variable domains can be implemented in 
twoo ways (see also Program 3.2 on page 58): 

 By setting bits in an unsigned integer array element for each argument of 
aa reduction operator. A complementary bitmask per argument is used to 
seee if a particular operator needs to be scheduled after a domain has been 
modified. . 

 If the bitmask does not match (e.g.. because it is set to all-zeros), a second 
checkk is performed to see if a DRF wants to be scheduled for a particular 
valuee of the unsigned integer. This can be used for a different encoding 
scheme,, using an enumeration of possible cases, when the 32 bits offered by 
thee bitmask are insufficient to encode all changes that we are interested in. 

Forr the finite domains reduction operators we used the first implementation. 

Efficiencyy of OpenSo lver 

Thee unavoidable benchmark problem for finite domains constraint solving is the 
n - q u e e nss p rob lem: place n queens on an n x n chess board in such a way that 
theyy do not attack each other. This can be formulated as a CSP as follows: 

<< Qi ¥ <?j, Qi ~ Qj ¥ 3 ~ h Qi ~ Qj ¥ i ~ h for 1 < i < j < n ; 

q\,...,qq\,...,qnn € { l , . . . . n }  ) 

Anyy solution to the n-queens problem wil l have exactly one queen per column 
(andd row) of the chess board. This constraint is inherent to our CSP formulation, 
whichh uses a variable per column, indicating the position of the queen in that 
column.. The constraints of the CSP state that no two queens can be on the same 
roww or diagonal, in either direction. 

Otherr CSP formulations for the n-queens problem exist, notably one where 
thee above | n (n + 1) constraints are replaced by 3 alLdifferent constraints, one for 
thee row constraints, and one for both diagonals. The alLdifferent constraint entails 
thatt different values are assigned to all variables that the constraint applies to. 
I tt can be applied to an arbitrary number of variables, and specialized algorithms, 
beyondd regular constraint propagation exist for enforcing it. Constraints that 
havee these properties are sometimes called global constraints. 
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Becausee the specialized algorithms used for processing global constraints run 
counterr to the compositional approach that we experiment with, no global con-
straintss have been implemented for OpenSolver. There are, however, no lim-
itationss for doing so, and plug-ins for global constraints would make valuable 
additions.. Typically, global constraint processing algorithms require that addi-
tionall  information about the CSP is maintained during constraint propagation 
andd search. Because the state of reduction operator plug-ins is global, this infor-
mationn needs to be maintained elsewhere, for example in auxiliary variables of a 
special-purposee domain type (see Chapter 6). 

Whilee other CSP formulations of the n-queens problem exists, because of its 
scalabilityy and simplicity the above formulation is perfectly suited for comparing 
thee efficiency of the basic machinery of different solvers. For example we do 
nott have to worry about the efficiency of the implementation of the all-different 
constraint.. In Table 4.1 we report the results of a comparison of OpenSolver 
withh ILOG Solver 5.1, on a SUN E450. We compare user time, as reported by 
thee GNU/Linux t ime command, for counting all solutions. The configurations 
aree similar to that of Program 4.3, and use the variable-based scheduler, which 
resembless the scheduling procedure that is described in the ILOG Solver manual. 

VARIABLEE ql IS DiscreteDomain {1 . . 4 } ; 
VARIABLEE q2 IS DiscreteDomain {1 . . 4 } ; 
VARIABLEE q3 IS DiscreteDomain {1 . . 4 } ; 
VARIABLEE q4 IS DiscreteDomain {1 . . 4 } ; 
DRFF DDNEQ {  ql-q2 <> 0 } ; DRF DDNEQ {  ql-q2 <>-l >; 

DRFF DDNEQ {  ql-q2 <> 1 } ; 
DRFF DDNEQ {  ql-q3 <> 0 } ; DRF DDNEQ {  ql-q3 <>-2 } ; 

DRFF DDNEQ { q l -q3 <> 2 } ; 

DRFF DDNEQ {  q3-q4 <> 0 } ; DRF DDNEQ {  q3-q4 <>-l } ; 
DRFF DDNEQ { q3-q4 <> 1 } ; 

DRFF Fa i lF i r st {  0, q l , q2, q3, q4 } ; 
SCHEDULERR VariableScheduler {  } ; 

Programm 4.3: Configuration for solving the 4-queens problem 

Bothh solvers report the same number of solutions, failures and internal nodes, 
fromm which we can conclude that the computations are comparable. The results 
indicatee that the efficiency of the basic procedures in OpenSolver is realistic in 
thee sense that it is comparable to that of a successful commercial solver. 
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n n 
4 4 
8 8 

10 0 
12 2 
14 4 
15 5 

solutions s 
2 2 

92 2 
724 4 

14,200 0 
365,596 6 

2.279,184 4 

failures s 
4 4 

292 2 
4,992 2 

101,882 2 
2830,370 0 

16,263,952 2 

internal l 
5 5 

383 3 
5.715 5 

116.081 1 
3,195,965 5 

18.543.135 5 

timee (see.) 
ILOGG Solver OpenSolver 

0.022 0.01 
0.055 0.05 
0.722 0.76 

17.611 17.16 
572.311 512.97 

4757.666 3056.49 

Tablee 4.1: A comparison of OpenSolver and ILOG Solver for n-queens 

Statee Restorat ion Pol icy 

Ann important aspect of a finite domains constraint solver implementation is the 
constructionn of the data structures, notably the variable domains, for the node 
off  the search tree where search continues. This is usually referred to as the state 
restorationrestoration policy. While hybrid methods exist, the main options are [Sch99]: 

Copyingg When the search tree is expanded by branching, the data structures 
thatt define the current node are copied for all new nodes. These copies 
aree then modified to construct subproblems. At potentially high memory 
costs,, every node of the search frontier is immediately available for further 
exploration. . 

Trailin gg Only the current node of the traversal is maintained, but all changes 
(deletionss of values) to the domains of variables leading up to this node 
aree registered. Backtracking is implemented by undoing changes to reach 
ann internal node of the search tree, from which search can progress along 
ann alternative branch. Trailing is the predominant method used in current 
constraintt solvers. 

Recomputa t ionn Instead of unwinding a trail of changes, with a recomputation 
statee restoration policy, the internal nodes are reconstructed from a shal-
lowerr internal node by repeating a part of the traversal of the search tree. 
Iterativee schemes such as LDS, which we discussed in the previous section, 
cann be seen as a form of recomputation. Other forms of recomputation also 
existt that represent internal nodes in the search frontier by the branching 
decisionss that need to be made to arrive at that node. 

OpenSolverr is copying-based, so the search frontier is maintained explicitly 
andd the full data structures are available in every node. For finite domains this 
iss the most memory-intensive option, but it can be justified because OpenSolver 
iss a general-purpose solver. Interval computations, for example, use very modest 
dataa structures, and for that domain type, copying is a logical choice. 
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n n 
100 0 
500 0 

1000 0 

nodes s 
508,426 6 
364,754 4 

996 6 

ILOGG Solver 
timee (sec.) memory 

528.844 12M 
3643.977 111M 
819.933 418M 

DiscreteDomain n 
timee (sec.) memory 

523.533 5992K 
4210.800 106M 
1241.244 453M 

Tablee 4.2: Memory consumption for large n-queens instances (first-solution) 

Too have an idea about the memory efficiency of our solver, we ran a number of 
largerr instances of the n-queens problem. Because of the large search space and 
manyy solutions, we did a first-solution search on these instances. For search we 
stilll  use the fail-first variable selection strategy, but now starting the search for the 
variablee with the smallest domain from the middle of the chessboard outwards. In 
thee ECI/PS6 tutorial [CHS+03], this strategy is shown to give better performance 
forr this problem. Because of the quadratic number of DRFs we let the variable-
basedd scheduler ignore the information on redundant DRFs. Table 4.2 shows the 
resultss of these experiments. Reported memory usage is the resident set size, 
reportedd by the top command. 

ILOGG Solver uses a combination of trailing and recomputation [Per99]. These 
resultss suggest that also regarding memory consumption, in spite of using copying 
ass a state restoration policy, OpenSolver configured as a finite domains constraint 
solverr is fairly efficient. The difference in running times for these large instances 
iss partly due to using input files, which have to be parsed. ILOG Solver is 
aa library, so no I/O is involved with setting up the large number of reduction 
operatorss involved in these instances. Another, more important factor is ignoring 
thee redundancy of reduction operators. Probably in ILOG solver this information 
iss subject to recomputation as well, or a more efficient representation is used, for 
examplee one based on instantiated variables. The latter solution fits the specified 
schedulingg mechanism well, and would be easy to incorporate in OpenSolver. 

Thee default implementation of finite domains uses a bitmap, that is copied 
duringg the cloning operation. As an experiment, we implemented a plug-in 
DDTraill  that uses an alternative representation, where each variable domain is 
representedd by a linked list of deleted values. Copying a domain as a part of 
branchingg consists only of replicating a pointer to the last element of this list. 
Thee list then becomes a tree, and different changes can be made in the different 
branches.. Reference counts are used to manage the deallocation of the trails of 
deletedd values. During constraint propagation, upon the first membership test, 
thee bitmap is restored to avoid having to traverse the linked list to the root of 
thee tree many times. The idea was to exploit some of the benefits of the trail-
ingg state restoration policy in a copying-based solver. This will probably work 
forr problems with large numbers of large finite domains variables, to which littl e 
changess are made between different nodes of the search tree (i.e., many needless 
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copiess of large bitmaps). For our experiments, this was not the case. 

4.33 Best-First Search: the Knight's Tour 

Havingg introduced finite domains, and the basic facilities for search, we now study 
aa slightly more complex combinatorial problem that requires an advanced search 
strategyy for efficient solving. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate how 
suchh search strategies can be composed from a selection of OpenSolver plug-ins. 
Beingg of limited practical relevance yet, the problem is to move a knight piece 
aroundd an n x n chess board, in such a way that all positions on the board are 
visitedd exactly once. 

Thee problem can be formulated as a CSP as follows: with each of the n x n 
locationss that constitute the tour we associate a variable, whose possible values 
aree the actual positions on the board, numbered l..n x n. The variables for 
alll  n x n — 1 consecutive steps are constrained such that the positions that they 
indicatee must be reachable through a knight's move, and all variables must assume 
differentt values. As an example, for a 3 x 3 board, where the positions are 
numbered d 

7 7 

4 4 

1 1 

8 8 

5 5 

2 2 

9 9 

6 6 

3 3 

andd for which there obviously is no solution, the CSP is 

({x({xuuxx22),{x),{x22,x,x33),...,(x),...,(x88,x,x99)) e {(1,8), (1,6), (4, 9). (4,3), (7, 6), (7,2). (2. 7). 
(2.9).. (8.3), (3.4). (3.8). (6. 7). (9.2). (9.4)}, 

alLdifFerent(xi,, x2,X3,X4,x^,,Xe,Xr,Xg,,xg) ; 
xi,xxi,x22,...,x,...,x99 e { 1 , . . . , 9}  ) 

OpenSolverr can easily be configured for solving this CSP: 

•• for the n2 — 1 "knight's move" constraints, whose definition involves an 
enumerationn of all positions that are linked by such a move, we can use the 
BinaryCons t ra in tt plug-in, and 

•• for the alLdifferent constraint we can use \n2{n2 + 1) disequalities, as we 
didd for 7Z-queens. 

Thee search space is quite large though, and doing a basic fail-first search seems 
alreadyy intractable for n = 8 (but a better implementation of alLdifferent could 
improvee the situation). 
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Figuree 4.3: Search trees for (a) regular branch-and-propagate search and (b) 
ourr implementation of best-first search, vertical branches representing constraint 
propagation n 

Fortunately,, a very good heuristic exists, which makes the problem easy to 
solve.. It is said to have been discovered in 1823, by H.C. von Warnsdorf2. This 
heuristicc dictates that for the next location of the tour, we always choose the po-
sitionn that has the smallest number of possibilities for moving on. It is very easy 
too exploit this heuristic in a program written specifically for solving the knight's 
tourr problem. Alternatively, we could write an OpenSolver branching operator 
thatt knows about the problem, and generates subdomains for the variable hold-
ingg the next location of the tour accordingly: a singleton set with the selected 
position,, and a second subdomain containing all other alternatives. This results 
inn a dedicated solver as well, but being based on OpenSolver, we benefit from 
readilyy available facilities like the finite domains implementation and search. 

Insteadd of a problem-specific solution, we can aim at a more generalized ap-
proach,, and try to formulate the heuristic in terms of aspects of our model of 
constraintt solving. Observe that with enumeration value selection, the descen-
dantss of an internal node of the search tree correspond to the different alternatives 
forr the next location of the tour. After constraint propagation, the nodes that 
complyy with the heuristic wil l have the smallest total size of the variable domains. 
Basedd on this observation, we can implement the heuristic as follows. 

•• After branching, perform constraint propagation in all descendant nodes. 

•• Proceed by expanding a node for which the sum of all domain sizes is 
minimal. . 

Comparedd to the default, where the traversal depends on a selection from the set 
off nodes that are pending constraint propagation, we now make the selection from 
thee set of nodes that are pending branching. Figure 4.3 illustrates the difference 
inn the resulting search trees. 

2Ourr source of information on this problem is the website http://www.delphiforfun.org/ 

http://www.delphiforfun.org/
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I m p l e m e n t a t i on n 

Thee search strategy that we just described is implemented in OpenSolver by three 
plug-ins: : 

•• a node evaluator AnnotateSize that annotates the nodes of the search tree 
withh the sum of the domain sizes, 

•• a container Annotat ionOrderedStack that always has a node with the 
smallestt integer annotation on top, 

•• a selector Re s t r i c t i v eBranch ing that selects a single node from the "pend
ingg branching" (Figure 3.3) set only if the set of nodes that are pending 
propagationn becomes empty. 

Thesee three plug-ins are activated by including the four lines of Program 4.4 in 
thee configuration script. The ANNOTATION statement is there just to provide an 
initiall annotation for AnnotateSize to use. Note that AnnotateSize is another 
examplee of an adapter, this one in the node evaluator category. Internally, before 
annotatingg the node, it applies another node evaluator to determine the nature 
(solution,, failure, or internal) of a node. Here we use the CanonicalDomains 
nodee evaluator, which tests for canonical domains to distinguish solutions. 
CanonicalDomainss is also the default node evaluator, and therefore it nor
mallyy does not occur in configuration scripts. We will see an alternative to the 
defaultt in Section 4.5. 

TDINFOO AnnotateSize { CanonicalDomains { } }; 
ANNOTATIONN IntegerAnnotation { 0 }; 
INTERNALL AnnotationOrderedStack { }; 
EXPANDD RestrictiveBranching{ }; 

Programm 4.4: Activating the plug-ins that implement Warnsdorf's heuristic 

Usingg Re s t r i c t i v eBranch ing to select the nodes where the search tree is 
expandedd by branching, the set of nodes that are pending propagation is emptied 
beforee new branches are created. The selected node is then split into a number of 
subproblems.. Constraint propagation is applied in each of these nodes, and if this 
doess not lead to a failure, the nodes are added to the "pending branching set." 
Onlyy after all descendants have been processed, and the "pending propagation" 
sett is empty again, a new node is selected for branching. Because branching 
reducess the domains, with AnnotateSize and Annotat ionOrderedStack this new 
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30 0 

27 7 

34 4 

39 9 

54 4 

3 3 

36 6 

1 1 

33 3 

42 2 

31 1 

28 8 

35 5 

38 8 

55 5 

4 4 

26 6 

29 9 

40 0 

53 3 

56 6 

61 1 

2 2 

37 7 

41 1 

32 2 

43 3 

62 2 

47 7 

52 2 

5 5 

60 0 

16 6 

25 5 

46 6 

57 7 

44 4 

59 9 

64 4 

51 1 

19 9 

22 2 

17 7 

48 8 

63 3 

8 8 

11 1 

6 6 

24 4 

15 5 

20 0 

45 5 

58 8 

13 3 

50 0 

9 9 

21 1 

18 8 

23 3 

49 9 

10 0 

7 7 

12 2 

Figuree 4.4: Knight's tour for n = 8 

selectionn wil l be one of the most recent additions. Globally, the search is depth-
first,first, but at every level, constraint propagation is applied in all siblings. The 
resultingg search tree is illustrated in Figure 4.3(b). 

Warnsdorf'ss heuristic is a form of best-first search, where a measure of 
qualityy is associated with the nodes. In this case, this measure is evaluated after 
constraintt propagation, but this is not typical. Using the new search strategy, 
aa solution to the knight's tour problem is found without backtracking, for all 
instancess that we tried. Figure 4.4 shows a solution for the 8 x 8 problem. It 
iss found in less than a second on our test machine, and 219 nodes are visited in 
thee process. For n = 18, the search is still backtrack-free, and 1394 nodes are 
visitedd in 59 seconds. In each of these nodes, a fixed point of 52,649 DRFs is 
computed,, 323 of which are instances of B inaryConst ra in t. Table 4.3 shows 
somee additional information. 

Wee should remark that our scheme is not a fully accurate implementation of 
Warnsdorf'ss heuristic. In each of the candidate nodes, constraint propagation 
mayy reduce the domains of variables that are more than a single step away, 
whichh could lead to different choices. Since the desired effect is obtained, we 

n n 
8 8 

10 0 
12 2 
14 4 
16 6 
18 8 

nvar r 
64 4 

100 0 
144 4 
196 6 
256 6 
324 4 

nDRF F 

Ï Ï 
2,016 6 
4,950 0 

10,296 6 
19,110 0 
32.640 0 
52.326 6 

K.M . . 
63 3 
99 9 

143 3 
195 5 
255 5 
323 3 

nodes s 
219 9 
378 8 
574 4 
810 0 

1,108 8 
1.394 4 

time e 
(sec.) ) 
0.400 0 
1.760 0 
5.310 0 

13.120 0 
29.240 0 
58.870 0 

memory y 
(bytes) ) 
3584K K 
8932K K 

20M M 
45M M 
89M M 

174M M 

Tablee 4.3: Statistics; K.M. is the number of "knight's move" constraints 
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havee not investigated if this occurs in practice. Although the search is backtrack-
free,, a large number of nodes are visited and stored. The time spent to visit 
thee nodes is justified because we want to evaluate the heuristic using constraint 
propagation.. A more efficient solver can be obtained by writing a dedicated 
branchingg operator, as we discussed at the beginning of this section. Storing the 
nodess could be avoided by writing a generic branching operator that internally 
performss a round of constraint propagation to evaluate the alternatives, and then 
generatess two branches: one for the alternative that evaluates best, and one for 
alll  other alternatives. Such a branching operator would be parameterized by a 
sett of propagation operators, and possibly a node e valuator. It would be quite 
similarr to the operator for nested search, discussed in Chapter 7. 

Itt would be interesting to investigate the effect of WarnsdorPs heuristic on 
otherr constraint satisfaction problems, for example on randomly generated prob-
lems.. Perhaps this could help us to identify the properties that a CSP must 
possesss in order for the heuristic to work. The generic implementation described 
inn this section facilitates such experiments. To our knowledge, the heuristic is 
nott normally available in other general-purpose constraint solvers. 

4.44 Satisfiability of Proposit ional Formulas 

Inn this section we configure OpenSolver as a solver for checking the satisfiability 
off  propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF). This problem is 
usuallyy referred to as the SAT problem, and solvers for it are called SAT solvers. 

AA propositional formula in CNF is a conjunction of clauses, where a clause 
iss a disjunction of literals, and literals are propositional variables (positive 
literals),, or their negations (negative literals). An example is the formula 

(x(x V y V -.*) A (^x V z) A (y V z). 

Possiblee values for the variables are true and false. A clause evaluates to true if 
att least one of its literals evaluates to true, where a negation of a propositional 
variablee evaluates to true if the value of the variable is false. A formula is called 
satisfiablesatisfiable if there exists an assignment of values to variables for which all clauses 
evaluatee to true. 

Almostt all complete solvers for the SAT problem descend from an algorithm 
knownn as DPLL [DLL62], which can be explained as a systematic exploration of 
alll  possible assignments, plus the following inference techniques: 

•• Unit propagation If a clause contains only a single literal, we can deduce 
thatt this literal must have the value true (the clause is said to be resolved). 

•• The pure literal rule If a variable occurs only as one form of literal, i.e., 
thee negation of this literal does not occur in any unresolved clause, then we 
cann set the variable such that the literal evaluates to true. 
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Iff  a literal is set to true, either as part of thee exploration or as a result of inference, 
DPLLL removes all clauses in which it occurs, and removes its negation from 
thee remaining clauses. Once we reach an empty formula, we have established 
satisfiabilityy of the original formula. 

Thee straightforward way to configure OpenSolver as a SAT solver uses a prop-
agationn operator per clause that enforces the constraint that at least one of the 
variabless occurring as positive literals must have the value true, or at least one 
off  the variables that occur as a negative literal must have the value false. This 
correspondss to the unit propagation step of the DPLL algorithm, except that 
OpenSolverr does not directly support the modification of constraints. However, 
variabless whose domains have been reduced to singleton sets do not trigger any 
furtherr reduction, and the reduction operators for clauses that evaluate to true 
cann deactivate themselves in any branch of the search tree. Implementation of 
thee pure literal rule is not so straightforward, but the SAT community seems to 
agreee that the application of this rule does not pay off (see, e.g., [ZM02]). 

Twoo plug-ins implement the configuration that we just outlined. Domain type 
Booll  supports Boolean variables, and propagation operator Clause implements 
thee constraint that at least one literal of a clause evaluates to true. The code below 
demonstratess the use of these plug-ins for the example problem at the beginning 
off  this section. We could have made the Clause plug-in operate on finite domains, 
butt for experimenting with SAT specific heuristics that are discussed below, we 
usedd a dedicated variable domain type. 

VARIABLEE x IS Bool {  0,1 } ; 
VARIABLEE y IS Bool {  0,1 } ; 
VARIABLEE z IS Bool {  0,1 } ; 
DRFF Clause {  x ,y ;z } ; 
DRFF Clause {  z;x } ; 
DRFF Clause {  y , z; } ; 
DRFF Fa i lF i r st {  0 ,x ,y ,z } ; 

Inn their basic form, the Bool and Clause plug-ins consist of 400 lines of code, 
andd from this perspective, littl e effort is required to configure OpenSolver as a 
SATT solver that is comparable to the DPLL algorithm. However, the DPLL al-
gorithmm is only a very basic solver, and contemporary solvers can handle vastly 
largerr sets of problems. Complete solvers for the SAT problem, such as Chaff 
[MMZ+01]]  and GRASP [MSS96] all descend from the DPLL algorithm, but aug-
mentt it with the following techniques: 

•• a good variable and value selection strategy, 

•• clause learning, and 

•• non-chronological backtracking. 
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Variablee and value selection strategies for the SAT problem can be imple-
mentedd in OpenSolver. As an example, we implemented the DLIS (Dynamic 
Largestt Individual Sum) heuristic [Sil99]. which entails that the search tree is al-
wayss expanded by assigning the value true to the literal that occurs in the largest 
numberr of unresolved clauses. We implemented this heuristic by decorating each 
domainn of type Bool, through the specifier string, with both the number of clauses 
inn which it appears as a positive literal, and the number of clauses in which it 
appearss as a negative literal. When a clause is resolved, it will ask the OpenSolver 
schedulerr to be deactivated. At the same time, it will tell the Bool instances to 
whichh it applies to decrease one of these two counters, depending on the sign of 
thee variable in that particular clause. When splitting a variable of type Bool, 
itt will instantiate itself to false in the node that is added to the search frontier 
last,, if the counter of negative occurrences is greater than the counter of positive 
occurrences,, and to true otherwise. By default, the search frontier is managed as 
aa stack, and the most recently added alternative is explored first. As the final 
elementt of our implementation of DLIS, uninstantiated Bool variables report as 
theirr size 2, plus the largest of their two clause counters, and we select a variable 
thatt reports the largest size (fail-last, see 4.1.2). 

ClauseClause learning is based on the observation that each time a failure is 
deduced,, we can derive a new clause that explicitly prevents the combination of 
assignmentss that has lead to that particular node in the search tree. Not all 
assignmentss are relevant to this failure though, and a careful bookkeeping of the 
changess that trigger clause resolution will allow us to isolate exactly the literals 
thatt represent the contradicting assumptions made during the search. A negation 
off  the conjunction of these literals is itself a clause. Such a clause, or in general, 
aa constraint that corresponds to a deduced failure is also called a no-good, and 
maintainingg these constraints is known as no-good recording. No-goods carry 
redundantt information that is hidden too deep in the problem for the solver to 
exploit.. As such it makes sense to add a no-good to the problem that we are trying 
too solve, because if it had been present in the first place, the current failure would 
havee been prevented. Moreover, because only a fraction of all assignments that 
leadd to the failure are actually causing it, the same failure could occur again in 
anotherr part of the search tree, and adding a no-good will prevent this. 

Maintainingg an explanation for the assignments of truth values is straightfor-
ward.. This was implemented inside the Bool plug-in by building alongside the 
searchh tree, for each variable, a tree of data structures with leaves for branching 
decisions,, and internal nodes for resolved clauses, linking to the nodes for the 
assignmentss that trigger the resolution. The Clause plug-in was made aware of 
thiss data structure, and modified to use it for deriving a no-good upon deduc-
tionn of a failure. Implementation of clause learning is impeded, though, by the 
lackk of facilities for adding DRFs during the search. This is not a design deci-
sion,, it simply has not been implemented. As a work-around, we can store the 
learnedd clauses in the domain of a special-purpose variable. All Clause instances 
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cann access this variable, and a dedicated operator, which applies to all Boolean 
variables,, would then actually enforce the learned constraints. A problem with 
thiss work-around is that the scheduling of the DRFs for the learned clauses then 
becomess the responsibility of this last Clause instance, and is separated from the 
regularr scheduling mechanism. 

Thee conflicting assumptions that lead to a failure can be stored as a no-good, 
forr more powerful pruning in other parts of the search tree, but analyzing the 
conflictt may also allow us to skip a part of the search tree that would normally 
bee explored by backtracking from a failure. This is the case if the most recent 
assignmentt to a variable involved in the conflict occurs at a shallower level in the 
searchh tree than the level directly above the conflict. Techniques for analyzing, 
andd exploiting conflicts to "jump" to a higher level in the search tree are known 
ass non-chronological backtracking, or look-back techniques. Conversely, 
constraintt propagation can be explained as looking forward to future branching 
decisions).. A comprehensive overview of non-chronological backtracking tech-
niquess is given in [Dec03]. 

Whilee heuristics and clause learning can be implemented, the design of Open-
Solverr is unsuited for non-chronological backtracking. The fact that the search 
frontierr is stored explicitly makes this difficult: the nodes that would be skipped 
byy a backjump of more than a single level have already been created. The hierar-
chicall  information that is needed to identify the nodes that can be skipped after 
aa backjump can be maintained in annotations, but even so there is no mechanism 
forr discarding these nodes, and they have to be pruned away by propagation of 
aa no-good for the conflict. Mechanisms for backjumping can be added, but the 
copyingg state-restoration policy used in OpenSolver is probably the worst alter-
nativee for a proper implementation of backjumping, because expensive copying 
operationss are involved in creating the nodes that may be discarded later. 

Thee clause learning scheme that we outlined above did not lead to a significant 
speedupp of SAT solving. It would be interesting to investigate if more advanced 
conflictt analysis techniques that may deduce more powerful no-goods, and the 
implementationn of proper backjumping mechanisms would allow us to approach 
thee performance of modern SAT solvers. For the latter we would also need to 
experimentt with a trailing state restoration policy, which does not suffer from the 
overheadd of unnecessary copying. 

4.55 Real Numbers 

Inn this section we demonstrate how OpenSolver is configured for solving con-
straintss on the reals. The facilities for these constraints are a modification of 
thosee for arithmetic constraints on integer intervals, which are analyzed in more 
detaill  in Chapter 5. Where the same notions apply, we refer to the definitions in 
thatt chapter. 
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Thee model of constraint solving that underlies this thesis, and which we de-
scribedd in Chapter 2, applies to combinatorial problems, where we search for 
combinationss of elements from the domains of the variables that satisfy all con-
straints.. In principle these domains are finite sets, but constraints on real valued 
variabless can be handled by considering finitely many intervals of real numbers. 
Forr this purpose, in Section 2.2.4 we introduced domain type ƒ", containing all 
intervalss of reals, of which the bounds are floating-point numbers. 

Heree we limi t ourselves to arithmetic constraints that can be written as 

pp op c 

wheree p is a polynomial, c is a constant, and op € {—. <, >}  (see Section 5.3). 
Thee way that many constraint, systems handle such constraints is by decompos-
ingg them into atomic constraints. For arithmetic constraints on the reals, a 
suitablee set of atomic constraints is the following: 

•• addition x + y — z 

•• multiplication x  y — z 

•• exponentiation x = yn, for n > 1, 

•• equality x — y, 

•• disequality x < y 

Duringg the search, hull consistency (see Section 2.2.4) is then maintained for 
thee decomposed problem. This involves the introduction of new variables. It 
shouldd be noted that in general, hull consistency for the decomposed problem is 
weakerr than hull consistency for the original problem: let Pdecomp = {C ; x\ €= 
D\D\ xn £ Dn.xn+i € Dn+\:.... xn+m € Dn+m) be the decomposition of prob
lemm P = (C ; x\ E D\,..., xn 6 Dn). Hull consistency of Pdecomp does not imply 
hulll consistency of P. The following example demonstrates this property. A 
detailedd analysis is given in [CDR99]. 

4.5.1.. E X A M P L E . The constraints y — x3, x + y = 0 form a decomposition of 

xx + x3 = 0. The CSP (y = a:3, x + y = 0 ; x e [ - l , l ] , y e [-1,1]) is hull 
consistent3,, but (x 4- x3 — 0 ; x G [— 1.1]) is not. • 

Constraintt propagation is usually implemented by inverting the atomic con
straintss to isolate all variable occurrences. These inversions define projections 
off the domains of the other variables on the domains of the isolated variables. 
Forr example, for x  y = z we have 

•• x = z/y, if y ^ 0 

3assumingg [—1.1] € T. and using s + y = 0 as a shorthand for J- + y = r. with c € {0}. 
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•• y — z/x, if x ^ 0 

 z — x  y 

Thee projections follow from interval extensions of the arithmetic operations. In
tervall extensions form the basis of interval arithmetic, which is due to Moore 
[M0066].. An interval extension of a function ƒ : 1R" —> IR is a mapping 
FF : Tn -» ƒ", such that for all <£>,,..., Dn) e F1 and (d l t . . . ,dn) £ Dx x . . . xD n , 
ƒƒ (rfi,..., dn) € F(Di,..., £>„). For example, ignoring bounds + / — 00 and us
ingg an infix notation, the interval extension of the subtraction can be defined as 
follows s 

[a,b]-[c,d*\[a,b]-[c,d*\  = hu\\([a-d,b-c]) 

Whenn applied to the domains of the variables in the right-hand side of the in
versionss in the above example, the interval extensions of the division and mul
tiplicationn operations yield a set of values for the isolated variable that do not 
violatee the constraint. The domains of these variables are then intersected by the 
smallestt T interval that contains this set. 

Forr expressions that involve more than a single operator, an interval extension 
cann be constructed from the syntactical form of the expression as follows. 

•• Every constant is replaced by the smallest T interval that contains it, 

•• every variable is replaced by an interval variable, and 

•• every operator is replaced by the interval extension of that operator. 

Thiss is called the natural interval extension of the expression. 
AA problem with the natural interval extension is that multiple occurrences 

off the same variable are treated as if they were separate variables. Consider for 
examplee the natural interval expression of x — x3, applied to the interval [—1,1]. 
Thee interval extension of the exponentiation applied to this interval yields the 
intervall [—1,1], the set of all third powers of values in the original interval. When 
subtractedd from the interval for the other occurrence of x, we get [-2,2], but this 
intervall is wider than the interval of possible outcomes of x — x3. In fact, it is 
thee interval of all possible outcomes of x - y3, with x, y e [-1,1]. This is called 
thee dependency problem of the natural interval extension. It lies at the heart 
off the discrepancy between hull consistency for a compound constraint, and hull 
consistencyy of the decomposition, illustrated by Example 4.5.1. The decompo
sitionn into atomic constraints entails that the natural interval extension is used. 
Alternativee interval extensions exists, having properties that may be preferable 
too those of the natural interval extension, in some situations. A discussion of 
thesee is outside the scope of this thesis, and the reader is referred to the extensive 
literaturee on constraints on the reals, where [CDR99] is a good starting point. 
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Implementation n 

Domainn type T is implemented by a plug-in called Real Interval, of which we 
havee already seen an example on page 40. The RIARule (Real Interval Arithmetic 
Rule)) plug-in implements constraint propagation. The syntax is 

DRFF RIARule {x'n*(m) opp}; 

wheree x is a variable, n is an integer, m is a monomial, p is a polynomial with 
integerr coefficients, and op G {=,<=} . The plug-in instance will evaluate the 
naturall  interval extension of the expression \jpjvn, and update the domain of x 
withh the hull of the resulting interval, according to operator op. 

Recalll  from Section 2.2.4 that the hull of a set of reals is the smallest floating-
pointt interval that contains the set. The plug-ins Reallnterval and RIARule 
aree implemented using the gaol library [Gou], which supports interval arithmetic 
basedd on floating-point intervals. Computing with floating-point numbers entails 
thatt potentially, a rounding error is made. In gaol, the hull of the outcome 
off  interval arithmetic operations is calculated by outward rounding, i.e., the 
lowerr bound is rounded to the greatest floating-point number smaller than, or 
equall  to the actual value for the lower bound, and the upper bound is rounded 
too the smallest floating-point number greater than, or equal to the actual value 
forr upper bound. 

Thee RIARule plug-in can compute more complex expressions than needed for 
thee inversions of the atomic constraints. Formally, as soon as we allow more than 
aa single interval arithmetic operation per projection function, more than a single 
roundingg error can be made, and it becomes unclear what level of consistency 
wee are computing. For example, we could allow arbitrary linear constrains as 
atomicc constraints, as we do for the integer case in Section 5.7. Consider then 
thee constraint x+y + z — w. When we evaluate hu\\(Dx + Dy + Dz), the hull of the 
intervall  that contains all possible sums of an element from Dx, Dy, and Dz each, 
wee have three options for which two intervals to add first. Because floating-point 
additionn is non-associative, we would be computing the hull of a decomposition 
thatt has a new variable added for either x + y, x + z, or y + z. Because of the 
accumulatedd rounding errors, this interval can be larger than the proper hull of 
DDxx + Dy + Dz. What is worse, different inversions likely correspond to different 
decompositions,, and the level of consistency is no longer clearly defined. Even 
thoughh there is no reason to expect that this will be a problem in practice, we 
thereforee prefer to use RIARule only for inversions of atomic constraints. 

Itt is interesting to compare our approach with the HC4 algorithm [BGGP99], 
whichh employs a single reduction operator for a compound constraint. Internally, 
thiss operator decomposes the constraint into atomic constraints, and enforces hull 
consistencyy for this decomposition. Besides not having to introduce new variables 
forr the decomposition, the HC4 operator is very efficient because it applies the 

file:///jpjvn
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inversionss of the atomic constraints in a sequence that respects their hierarchical 
relationship.. For example, if the constraint 2x = z — y2 is decomposed into 

t\t\ = 2x t2 — z — £3 
hh = y2 

thenn the HC4 algorithm first updates the domains of the (internal) variables £3, 
1122,, and t\ in a forward evaluation phase. Then it enforces the top level 
constraintt t\ = £2, and traverses the decomposition in the opposite direction in a 
backwardbackward propagation phase to update the domain of i3, and of the original 
variabless x, y, and z. 

Becausee we associate a reduction operator with every inversion of a constraint, 
inn our approach we can also exploit these dependencies, but without having to 
implementt a specialized, and somewhat "heavy-weight" reduction operator like 
HC4.. Instead, we use the programmable scheduler of Section 4.1.1 to ensure that 
firstfirst the inversions of the forward evaluation phase are applied, and then the in-
versionss of the backward propagation phase. The schedule for the operator-based 
schedulerr can easily be generated automatically, along with the decomposition. 
Thiss way, HC4-like functionality can be composed from readily available facili-
ties.. A disadvantage is that the decomposition has to be made explicit, but we 
cann characterize the variables that are introduced as auxiliary variables. This 
way,, these variables do not influence the search process, and only imply some 
memoryy overhead. The scheme discussed here is demonstrated in Section 5.9.2 
inn the context of arithmetic constraints on integer interval variables. 

Precision n 

Thee last two plug-ins that are part of the facilities for constraints on the reals 
aree a node evaluator and a branching operator that reduce the precision of the 
intervalss in the solved forms. For domain type J7, the default node evaluator 
CanonicalDomains,, which we encountered briefly in Section 4.3, implements an 
ECSP P 

(C(C ; Xi£Di,...,xn£Dn; V1,...,Vn; Au...,An), 

having g 
AiAi = [?\ = {[a,b]  \ a,b € F, a<b, ^3e <E IF a < c < b} 

i.e.,, branching continues until the domains are canonical intervals. Sometimes, 
wee are interested in less precise solved forms. The Precision node evaluator 
plug-inn allows us to specify that a precision of e > 0 suffices: 

AA = L^J U {[a, b] I a, b € F, 0 < b - a < e} 

AA node evaluator only characterizes a node of the search tree as a solution, 
failure,, or internal node. If a node is characterized as an internal node, it will be 
subjectt to branching. We want to prevent that a variable is selected for branching, 
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whosee domain already has the required precision. There are several ways in which 
wee can realize this: 

•• Through the specifier string, parameterize Real ln terval instances with the 
requiredd precision. When asked for their size, an instance representing [a, b] 
willl report 1 iff 0 < 6 — a < e. 

•• Alternatively, we can use an adapter for each plug-in. that overrides the size 
reportedd by the plug-in. with one based on the width of the interval that it 
represents.. This would look something like 

VARIABLEE x IS LimitedPrecisionReallnterval { 1.0e-8, 
Real ln tervall { [-1.0, 1.0] } }; 

•• Make it the responsibility of the branching operator. This operator would 
thenn have to know it is dealing with R e a l l n t e r v a l instances, in order 
thatt it can inquire about the width of the interval they represent. How
ever,, this means that we would have to re-implement the variable selection 
strategiess offered by the existing branching operators for the specific case 
off Real ln terval variables. 

Inn Section 7.3.2 we see a situation where the same Real ln terval instance 
(orr actually, a clone of it) is used in two cooperating solvers that use different 
precisions.. This is all but prevented by the first two of the above alternatives, and 
forr this reason, we chose to make it the responsibility of the branching operator 
yet.. We can avoid re-implementing the general-purpose variable section strategies 
byy using an adapter: 

DRFF LimitedPrecision { 1.0e-8, RoundRobin{ 0, x l , x2, . . . } }; 

Internally,, the branching function of the adapter passes the array of domain 
pointerss to the branching function of the inner reduction operator, but before 
doingg so. it inspects the width of all domains. The pointers to those domains 
thatt already have the required precision are replaced by a pointer to a dummy 
domainn of size 1, and will not be split. 

Thiss concludes the discussion of the facilities for constraints on the reals. We 
willl see an example application in Section 7.3.2. 

4.66 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter we described the plug-ins for solving constraints on domain types 
Z,Z, B. and J-'. and we introduced some basic facilities for constraint propagation 
andd search. These facilities allowed us to investigate how several existing solving 
strategiess can be realized in OpenSolver through composition. Our conclusions 
aree the following. 
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•• An implementation of iterative limited discrepancy search inside Open-
Solverr is possible, but slightly artificial in the sense that some facilities 
aree not used as intended.4 A non-iterative variant of limited discrepancy 
searchh can be realized by an adapter that annotates the nodes of the search 
treee with their discrepancy values, and a container that keeps the search 
frontierr sorted on their annotations. Tö limit memory usage, we switch 
betweenn LDS and depth-first traversal, depending on the size of the search 
frontier. . 

•• Best first-search can be realized by annotating the candidate nodes for con
tinuingg the exploration with a measure of the likelihood that they contain a 
solution,, according to some heuristic. We demonstrated this for Warnsdorf's 
heuristicc for solving the knight's tour problem. In this case the likelihood 
iss evaluated after constraint propagation in the candidate nodes, which in
volvess a limited amount of breadth-first traversal. The actual evaluation is 
donee by a node evaluator plug-in. The traversal strategy is realized by a 
combinationn of a container and a selector plug-in. 

•• Of the techniques used in SAT solving, clause learning (no-good recording) 
cann be implemented, but storing the full search frontier and using a copying 
statee restoration policy makes OpenSolver unsuited for non-chronological 
backtracking. . 

•• One of the standard scheduler plug-ins supports programmable schedules. 
Thiss allows us to optimize constraint propagation by taking into account 
knowledgee about how the reduction operators interact, and about their 
computationall complexity. As an example, if reduction operators imple
mentt a decomposition of a polynomial constraint into atomic arithmetic 
constraints,, we can apply them in an order that respects their hierarchical 
relationship.. Normally this is hard-wired in heavy-weight reduction oper
atorss that implement algorithms like HC4 of Granvilliers et al. [BGGP99] 
Inn OpenSolver, the same effect can be realized through composition. 

Whilee the efficiency of some plug-ins can be optimized further, we have shown 
thatt OpenSolver is not inherently less efficient than systems that are used in 
practice.. In particular, we compared performance with that of ILOG Solver 
onn the n-queens problem, a benchmark that is well suited for testing the basic 
machineryy of solvers. 

Havingg discussed the implementation of domain types Z, B, and J7, in the 
nextt chapter we turn our attention to the one remaining standard domain type 
off Chapter 2: that of the integer intervals. 

4Thee coordination layer mechanism offers further possibilities for implementing iterative 
schemes,, though. 




